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We develop a non-local dielectric response theory to describe the temperature dependence of exciton lifetime in metal-semiconductor heterostructures. Coupling between excitons and surface plasmons results in a strongly nonmonotonous behaviour of exciton radiative decay rate versus temperature. Tuning the plasmon frequency one can control the efficiency of exciton emission of light.

Emission enhancement by placing a light source near the metal surface generally known as the Purcell effect was studied for a wide variety of metal-emitter structures [1–7]. However, in the spectral range where the dielectric function of metal exhibits features linked to collective oscillations of electron gas one should take into account the possible energy transfer from excitons to plasmon modes. In this Letter we show that exciton-plasmon coupling may dramatically affect the exciton radiative lifetime and strongly modify the Purcell effect.

Energies of bulk plasmons in typical metals lie in the ultraviolet spectral range (≈ 10 eV). Introduction of a boundary between metal and dielectric medium results in appearance of a new type of coupled light-electronic modes: surface plasmon-polaritons (SPP) whose resonance frequencies may be found in the near ultraviolet or even optical spectral region. Tuning the SPP frequencies to the vicinity of the band-gap frequency in metal-semiconductor structures allows for coupling of semiconductor emission to the plasmonic modes resulting in a strong modification of the emitter characteristics. Firstly observed for emitting molecules placed near the metal surface [8, 9] this effect is now on topic for the use in solid state physics, especially in gallium-nitride-based light emitting devices, where increasing the light extraction efficiency is one of the major technological challenges. The reduction of exciton lifetime in GaN/InGaN emitters covered by metal layers has been observed experimentally at the beginning of this century [10–14]. A similar effect has been detected recently in the structures containing metallic nanoparticles [15, 16] and cells [17].

Here by means of a non-local dielectric response theory we describe the temperature dependence of exciton lifetime in planar metal-semiconductor heterostructures. We show that the exciton radiative decay affected by the coupling with surface plasmon modes, experiences a strong nonmonotonous variation with temperature. Tuning the plasmon frequency as well as the exciton level position in a quantum well (either by quantum well width or temperature variation) one can achieve a significant enhancement of the exciton emission efficiency. The structure considered in this paper is schematically shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a quantum well (QW) sandwiched between two barrier layers, one of them covered by a metallic film. In the calculations we use the parameters of InGaN/GaN QWs, which are mostly experimentally relevant, although our model is applicable for a wide variety of materials.

Let us first consider free excitons in a quantum well with a broad thermal distribution of energies (this model is well applicable for light emitting diode devices, where the charge carriers are injected in an active region electrically). The excitons therefore have in-plane wavevectors $k$ varying in large limits with the corresponding occupation numbers obeying the Boltzmann statistic. Optical selection rules require conservation of the in-plane wavevector for light emitted by excitons in QWs. Light emitted by excitons propagates inside the barrier layers and either escapes the system through its boundary or excites one of the plasmon mode or, after a reflection act, comes back to QW and eventually decays in the substrate material. It is well known that only the photons with wavevectors inside the so-called light cone can escape the ideal planar sample. Thus only the excitons with the wavevectors satisfying the condition $k < \omega/c$, where $\omega$ is the light frequency and $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum are directly coupled to the continuum of photonic states in vacuum. The decay rate of these excitons depends on the polarisation of light [18]. The heavy-hole excitons in zinc-blende-based semiconductor heterostructures as well as A-excitons in GaN/InGaN systems are optically inactive in polarization $e \parallel x$ [18], where $x$ is the growth direction, so that the corresponding contribution in p-polarized emission vanishes.

The integrated decay rate of the thermal population of excitons in a quantum well can be obtained by simply av-
FIG. 1: (Upper panel) The schematic illustration of the structure, (lower panel) Imaginary parts of effective dielectric function (2) for different metals and values of $\varepsilon_D$: (a) $\varepsilon_D = 6.1$ corresponding to GaN and (b) $\varepsilon_D = 1$. The green area presents the typical range of exciton energies in InGaN quantum well.

erasing single exciton decays over all values of $k_\| < \omega/c$.

Considering isotropic isoenergetic contours of an exciton in $k_\|$-space and a Boltzmann statistic for the excitons at temperature $T$ one can obtain

$$\Gamma(T) = \frac{\hbar^2}{M k_BT} \sum_{i=s,p} \int_0^{\omega/c} k_\| dk_\| \exp \left( -\frac{\hbar^2 k_\|^2}{2Mk_BT} \right) \Gamma_{0,i}(k_\|),$$

where $M$ is the exciton translation mass, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $h$ is the Planck constant, $i = s, p$, $\Gamma_{0,s}(k_\|)$ and $\Gamma_{0,p}(k_\|)$ are radiative decay rates of s- and p-polarised excitons.

Fig. 2 shows the direct exciton radiative decay rate $1/(2\Gamma)$ as a function of temperature. It is seen that a linear behaviour is observed in a range of temperatures where the typical kinetic energy of exciton $\hbar^2 \omega^2/(2M c^2)$ is much less than the thermal energy $k_BT$. Nonlinear effects become apparent at the temperatures of the order of tens of mK (see the inset).

Surface plasmons propagate along a metal-dielectric interface with wavevectors $\beta$ exceeding $\omega/c$, which is why the amplitude of electromagnetic field of a plasmon decays in both directions perpendicular to the metal surface. The dispersion of these modes is given by [19]

$$\beta^2 = \frac{\varepsilon_D \varepsilon_M(\omega)}{\varepsilon_D + \varepsilon_M(\omega)} \frac{\omega^2}{c^2},$$

where $\varepsilon_{D,M}$ are dielectric functions of the dielectric (semiconductor) and metal respectively. The frequency dependence of $\varepsilon_M$ in real metals is quite complicated. $\varepsilon_M$ has a large imaginary part accounting for the absorption of light in metal. The useful characteristic of a plasmon is the extinction coefficient defined as the imaginary part of effective dielectric function in the right part of Eq. (2). The frequency dependence of the extinction coefficient at the interfaces with air ($\varepsilon_D = 1$) and GaN ($\varepsilon_D = 6.1$ [20]) for aluminum, silver and gold (experimental data on $\varepsilon_M(\omega)$ taken from [21–23]) is presented in the lower panel of Fig. 1. For the ease of comparison, the range of exciton energies in InGaN with indium concentration varying from 0 to 0.3 is shown in green.

One can see that the most effective plasmon generation on the both interfaces can be performed with the use of aluminum layer, but its plasmon peak is quite far from the attractive range of frequencies. The gold peak is close to that range, but the losses are too large to provide an effective coupling, so we stop at the silver coating and use its parameters for the following simulations. The dispersion curves of silver SPP’s calculated for the dielectric functions $\varepsilon_M(\omega)$ extracted from the experimental data are presented in Fig. 3. The plasmon peak for silver ap-
approaches the exciton frequency in panel (a) corresponding to the realistic GaN/metal interface.
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**FIG. 3:** The dispersion curves of the semi-infinite silver layer bound to either air or GaN. Green arrows indicate the wavevector region $\omega/c < k < n\omega/c$.

The fundamental property of a smooth metal-semiconductor interface is that neither the metal-semiconductors mode (SP1) nor the metal-air mode (SP2) can be excited by the photons with $k_\parallel < \omega/c$. However, the photons outside the light cone with $\omega/c < k < n\omega/c$, though unable to escape the sample, may contribute to the excitation of the SP2 mode. This leaky mode propagating on the metal-air interface can be excited as well due to the exponential tail of its electric field, which penetrates into the semiconductor region [19, 24]. This additional decay channel can be taken into account in a simple model of coupled oscillators [25] with the coupling provided by the electric interaction between exciton dipole momentum and the in-plane component of the plasmon field. The detailed description of our model is given in Supplementary Information. Since the plasmon modes are TM-polarized they can be excited only by p-polarized excitons with $\Gamma_0 p$ radiative decay. Exciton decay through SP2 mode can be found from the following coupling equation

$$[\omega - \omega_{\text{exc}}(k_\|)] [\omega - \omega_{\text{SP}}(k_\|) + i\gamma] = V(k_\|)^2,$$

(3)

where $\omega_{\text{exc}}(k_\|)$ and $\omega_{\text{SP}}(k_\|)$ are exciton and surface plasmon dispersions, respectively, and $V(k_\|)$ is the matrix element of coupling. Here we have introduced the surface plasmon mode decay rate $\gamma$ with two channels of decay: internal scattering in metal and scattering on the roughness of the metal surface. The latter can be followed by an emission of a photon, thus enhancing the light extraction from a sample. To emphasize plasmonic effects we neglect here the exciton damping. The temperature dependence of exciton decay through the plasmon mode can now be obtained by taking an imaginary part of the exciton-like branch of Eq. (3) and averaging it over the thermal distribution similarly to the Eq. (1). If the surface of metal is rough or consists of clusters, photons scattered at the interface may provide an additional channel for radiative decay of the SP1 mode. We will further present the results of calculations where both channels are taken into account. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the exciton decay time through the plasmon modes on temperature and exciton resonance energy $\hbar\omega_0$. The thicknesses of metal, barrier and quantum well layers are denoted as $d$, $b$ and $a$, respectively. Note that the frequency dependence of the decay time exhibits two dips at the positions of plasmonic resonances. As for the temperature behavior, it is strongly nonmonotonous and in the frequency region where both plasmon resonances are present ($\omega_0 \lesssim 2.56$ eV for silver) it also exhibits two minima. Those minima become apparent if the thermal distribution function has its maximum in the region of anticrossing between exciton and plasmon branches. Once the exciton resonant frequency moves to higher values one of the minima vanishes since only one plasmon mode is generated in this regime.
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**FIG. 4:** Integrated exciton lifetime due to the leakage through SP2 and SP1 plasmon modes. The parameters are $\hbar\Gamma_0 = 3$ meV, $\hbar\gamma = 100$ meV, $a = d = 5$ nm (a) $b = 5$ nm and (b) $b = 1$ nm.
The exciton energy in a quantum well can be tuned to the plasmon resonance by variation of the well width and temperature. This tuning results in a significant decrease of the exciton lifetime, which is illustrated by Fig. 5. This figure offers a tool for life-time engineering in metal-semiconductor structures: tuning the thicknesses of well and barrier layers one can vary the exciton radiative lifetime by orders of magnitude.

In conclusion, we have shown that the coupling of excitons in quantum wells with the surface plasmons at metal-semiconductor and metal-air interfaces yields additional channels of exciton radiative decay which may significantly reduce the exciton radiative lifetime. The temperature dependence of exciton radiative life-time becomes strongly non-monotonic in the presence of plasmons. It experiences two dips as the exciton gas heats up to the energies of two plasmon modes in an air-metal-semiconductor structure. The plasmon-controlled Purcell effect opens way to the life-time engineering in semiconductor-metal quantum confined structures which may be widely used in solid state light emitters.